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With a launch expected in 2019, the TARANIS microsatellite is dedicated to the study of transient phenomena observed in association with thunderstorms. On board the spacecraft, 
XGRE and IDEE are two instruments dedicated to studying terrestrial gamma-ray flashes (TGFs) and associated terrestrial electron beams (TEBs). XGRE can detect electrons (energy 
range: 1 to 10 MeV) and X- and gamma-rays (energy range: 20 keV to 10 MeV) with a very high counting capability (about 10 million counts per second) and the ability to 
discriminate one type of particle from another. The IDEE instrument is focused on electrons in the 80 keV to 4 MeV energy range, with the ability to estimate their pitch angles.
    Monte Carlo simulations of the TARANIS instruments, using a preliminary model of the spacecraft, allow sensitive area estimates for both instruments. This leads to an averaged 
effective area of 425 cm2 for XGRE, used to detect X- and gamma-rays from TGFs. The combination of XGRE and IDEE gives an average effective area of 255 cm2 which can be used 
to detect electrons/positrons from TEBs. We then compare these performances to previous instruments that were able to detect TGF: RHESSI, AGILE and Fermi GBM. We use data 
extracted from literature for the TGF case, and Monte Carlo simulations using their mass models for the TEB case.
    Combining this data with the help of the MC-PEPTITA Monte Carlo simulations of TGF propagation in the atmosphere, we built a self-consistent model of the TGF and TEB detection 
rates of RHESSI, AGILE and Fermi. It can then be used to estimate that TARANIS should detect about 200 TGFs per year and 25 TEBs per year.
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What are Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes ?

Comparison with previous projects TGF and TEB detection rate estimate
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Conclusions and perspectives

X, Gamma and Relativistic Electron detector (XGRE) : 
  ● Photons : 20 keV to 10 MeV
  ● Electrons : 1 MeV to 10 MeV
  ● Dead time < 350 nano-seconds
  ● Counting capability > 107 particles/sec 
  ● Total detection area ∼ 900 cm2
  ● 3 sensors, 20o tilts
       → Estimation of the direction of photons

This poster is based on a published peer-reviewed article: https://www.doi.org/10.5194/gi-6-239-2017 , full reference [1]

Still poorly understood :

  ● Production mechanism ? Two candidates

  ● Occurence rate ? estimated 4x105 to 108 

                                                            per year 

  ● Is every lightning producing a TGF ?

  ● How to properly define a TGF ?

Characteristics:

  ● Correlated to thunderstorms

  ● 20 micro-second to 2 milli-second duration

  ● Energy up to 40 MeV

  ● associated with electron beams (TEBs) 

                                (> 5 ms duration)

Potential impacts:

● Ozone layer [2]    ● Natural production rate of isotopes [3]    ● Aircraft safety [4] 

Instrument Détecteur d'Electrons Energetiques (IDEE) 
  ● Electrons: 80 keV to 4 MeV
  ● Dead time < 4 micro-seconds
  ● Total detection area ∼ 128 cm2
  ● 2 sensors, for two sides of magnetic field line
  ● Estimation of pitch angles

one XGRE detection unit

(12 in total)

One IDEE sensor

(2 in total)

TGFs were detected by instruments not designed for that:

  ● Compton Gamma-ray Observatory (High energy astrophysics)

  ● Fermi space telescope (High energy astrophysics)

  ● RHESSI (High energy solar physics)

  ● AGILE (High energy astrophysics)

  ● BeppoSAX (High energy astrophysics)

  → All suffered of severe instrumental 

  effects (dead time, pulse pile-up) 

  due to the very high temporal fluxes

  produced by TGFs

● Performance comparison : XGRE and IDEE 

    compared to Fermi (GBM), AGILE (MCAL) and RHESSI.

● The effective area is the detector's real area

    weighted by the detection efficiency for a typical 

    TGF spectrum (Bremsstrahlung)

● Full Monte-Carlo simulations were necessary for the response

    to electrons (GEANT3 and GEANT4)

Summary  
table:

● A self-consistent model of TGF detection by satellites was built,
taking into account: 
   ●  TGF flux profiles (MC-PEPTITA model, [5])
   ●  the different effective areas of the instruments (see left)
   ●  thunderstorm activity 
        (NASA LIS/OTD)
   ●  orbital tracks
   ● diurnal corrections 
       (thunderstorms are
         more likely at 
          given hours)

→ Final estimate
    for TARANIS: 
    ● ~200 TGFs per year
    ● ~25 TEBs per year.

● Coverage of low latitudes 
   is relevant to maximize
   the number of TGFs

● Are TGFs possible at high latitude ?

● The first instruments designed to detect TGFs from space are just being launched:
      ● The Atmosphere-Space Interaction Monitor (ASIM), docked to the international Space Station in April 2018
      ● TARANIS (presented here), expected to be launched late 2019
● TARANIS (XGRE+IDEE) is less likely (about a factor of 10) to suffer from instrumental effects, even if the   
    maximum possible particle flux produced during a TGF is still unknown

Terrestrial Gamma-ray Flashes (TGFs) are the highest energy 
natural particle acceleration phenomena occurring on Earth

● Terretrial Gamma-ray Flashes (TGFs) have been recently discovered and are still poorly understood

    → They are linked to thunderstorms and are the highest energy natural particle acceleration 

    phenomena occurring on Earth

● All previous instruments detecting them suffered serious instrumental limitations 
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● The combination of XGRE and IDEE gives effective areas of

    ● 425 cm2 to detect TGFs    

    ● 255 cm2 to detect associated electrons beams (TEBs)

→ TARANIS is expected to detect ~200 TGFs/year and ~25 TEBs/year
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The TARANIS satellite and the XGRE and IDEE instruments
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